
Top Reasons to Offer a 
Relocation Package

The Scenario…
You, the HR Director for a fortune 500 company, are lying in bed nearly asleep. The phone rings. On the line 
is the new VP of Operations and tomorrow is her first day of work in Seattle. You sense she is upset only to 
find out that the family made it to Seattle during their move, but their possessions did not. The moving 
company she hired, on her own, (because your company doesn’t have a relocation policy) is not responding 
to calls or email.

The next day, you investigate the moving company the VP hired, and discover that they were not a moving 
company at all. They were an online broker with a great website. Now, you need to figure out what the next 
steps will be.

Sadly, this can happen and could have been easily avoided if only your company had a formal relocation 
program in place.



Formal Policy Protects the Organization and Its Employees
Utilizing a formal relocation policy helps protect your most valuable asset: the people you employ. Your 
transferees avoid the risk of hiring a rogue moving company1 when you partner with established, vetted 
vendors.

Relocation policies also protect the organization by establishing clear expectations, benefits, timelines, 
moving options, and rules.

Cost Controls
Designing and implementing a relocation policy for your organization may seem like a daunting task. However, 
if you weigh the onboarding costs against all of the potential costs associated with the employee relocating 
themselves, the amount of money saved stands to be significant. Not to mention the overall experience your 
employee receives.

Some organizations utilize lump sum programs2. Administered properly, this can be a consideration to 
compensate an employee for their relocation expenses. However, it can also lead 
to situations such as the example given. With the assistance of properly written 
policies and expectations, lump sum offerings can be a viable solution.

Many things need to be taken into consideration for a lump sum program such 
as, how will it be handled if the new employee misdirects fund allocation and 
now does not have the necessary money to complete their move? Will the 
company be asked to make exceptions and provide additional monies to the 
employee? What if you overpay for the relocation and the employee didn’t need 
the entire amount provided?

Another concern with lump sum policies is the company has no business 
leverage to ensure that each employee is getting the best in price and service. 
Taking a fiscal view, with each employee hiring a different mover, some may be 
paying too much for their relocation. Even worse, you have no way to evaluate if 
the actual experience for each transferee was of consistent quality. A trusted van 
line partner will offer you their best rates whether an employee is moving from Chicago to Denver or from New 
York to L.A. And at the end of the year, they should be able to provide you with detailed reports on each and 
every move.

Establishing a formal relocation policy that explicitly identifies vendors, third-party support and the agreed-
upon terms with these organizations counteracts these situations. By allowing the relocating employee to 
work directly with a network of relocation vendors, costs are reduced via direct billing to the organization for 
the exact amount of the relocation. It also limits the possibility of schemes, rogue movers, careless service 
failures and other criminal activity.

A good relocation policy is built on solid relationships. Your organization should establish a network of service 
partners, each vetted and hand selected to not only provide excellent service to the relocating employee, 
affordable for your relocation budget, and reflective of your organization’s culture but the vendors should also 
be accountable to you whenever issues occur.

1 Fraudulent companies posing as legitimate moving companies that use scams to extort money or belongings from customers. 
If a moving company sounds too good to be true, it usually is.
2 Issuing a check for a set amount of money.



Efficiency
Onboarding a new employee takes a high level of investment from the hiring organization. Not only is it a 
sizeable financial investment, but it also takes up additional human resources to train new employees, and 
a significant time investment. The Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) estimates that the 
average cost of hiring an employee is $4,129; this is in addition to compensation and benefits allotment. It 
is expected that newly hired employees are coming in focused, energetic and ready to embrace their new 
role. The aforementioned training and onboarding can be ineffective when a newly hired employee is more 
focused on relocating their home and family to their new city.

Additionally, without a formal relocation policy to follow, relocating employees will often bog down hiring 
managers with questions about the logistics of the relocation. In some cases, HR departments can find 
themselves playing the role of relocation manager (which they are typically not designed for). A well-
developed formal policy with clearly defined roles allows for HR employees to function in the capacity 
intended, allowing them to concentrate on handling work-related issues instead of juggling relocation details 
for employees.

Having a relocation policy in place can help reduce stress by providing structure to the employee. Any strong 
relocation policy will set expectations about what benefits the employee will receive, when they will receive 
them and how they can receive them. Finally, it invites a greater chance that the employee will be ready to hit 
the ground running on day one.

Attracts Top Talent
When looking for talent to fill key positions within your organization, casting a wide net is important. Offering 
a relocation package to top talent unshackles your search from local and regional and takes it to a national 
and sometimes even international level.

Looking beyond the recruiting and hiring phase, a formal relocation policy better positions your organization 
to retain the talent you’ve invested in. After the interview process, an organization’s relocation policy (or 
lack of one) is often the first impression given to a newly hired employee. Setting the right tone for your 
employee’s time with the organization is important.

When an employee is hired and asked to handle their own relocation, it can put doubt in their mind as to 
how much support they will receive from their new employer. On the other hand, if the employee is hired and 
then provided with a relocation policy that features clear, concise expectations and options, then what should 
follow are feelings of support, care and structure.

Stevens Worldwide Van Lines has dedicated expert staff who 
specialize in assessing and constructing corporate relocation 
programs for organizations of all sizes. Our experts will work with 
you to help you understand and assemble a policy that best fits 
your organization to supplement the culture and meet its needs. 
Send us an email today at talentmobility@stevensworldwide.
com. We’re passionate about relocation policy and helping 
organizations succeed with the proper program.
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